Focused
Note-Taking
1. Create Format
- Set up your C-Note page
(template, loose leaf, etc.)
- Complete heading (name, date,
class, and period
- Topic - one to two words about
what you are studying
- Essential Question-What you
will be learning phrased as a
question.

4. Note Key Ideas
(InQUIRY)
- Within 24 hours after notes were
taken, note key ideas to create
question using Costa's Levels of
Thinking
- Shoot for higher level questions.
(level 2 or 3)
- Each main idea needs one or
more questions.
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2. Organize Notes

3. R ev i e
- Take notes on the right side of the
paper in your own words
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notes us taken, review ASAP) after
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- Circle er and highligh color
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- Add (
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5. Exchange Ideas

- Exchange ideas with
(Yes, you should be talka study buddy
about the notes you takeing with friends
you should not talk abou in class; No,
when the teacher is still t your notes
instructions or speakinggiving notes,
- Ask the teacher for cla to the class)
you have ?s (Yes, it is rification where
clarification or an explaok to ask for
you didn't understand; nation about info
make it look like you weNO, it does not
ren't paying
attention)

◊Number Chunks
◊ Circle Key vocabulary words
◊ Highlight main ideas
◊ Add missing information
◊ Paraphrase

6. Summary

- Respond/ to the essential question/
standard/ objective in one sentence—this is
the introductory sentence to the summary. Use
your own words in writing your summary.
- Review the first chunk of notes on the right
side, reread the first question written for the 1st
chunk, write a one-sentence response to this
question incorporating content-based
vocabulary.
*Repeat this process until all your questions
are incorporated in the summary—accounting
for all the main ideas in your notes.*
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Studying

◊ Write higher level questions on the left
◊ Write a summary
◊ Create possible test questions
◊ Study notes

DAYS

Steps for Writing a Complete Summary
Step 1: Read the essential question/ standard/ objective at the top of the Cornell
Notes.
Step 2: Respond/ to the essential question/ standard/ objective in one sentence—
this is the introductory sentence to the summary. Use your own words in
writing your summary.
Step 3: Review the first chunk of notes on the right side.
Step 4: Reread the first question written for the 1st chunk.
Step 5: Write a one-sentence response to this question incorporating content-based
vocabulary.
Step 6: Repeat this process until all your questions are incorporated in the summary
— accounting for all the main ideas in your notes.
Step 7: Reread your summary for clarity and accuracy, adding transitions, when
possible.
Step 8: Review your summary to study for tests/quizzes, writing essays, completing
the “Cornell Note Reflection Log,” etc.

